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Introduction
Most people love a nice chocolate chip cookie at the end of their day. But, what if we 
could figure out the best way to make that cookie? Should it be in the refrigerator for 
2 hours, 24, or should it not even go in the refrigerator at all? Keep looking in the 
presentation to find out!



Research question 1 - What happens to flour when 
refrigerated? 
Work cited:
Martha Stewart

Date accessed - 1/5/22

Address: Why You Should Always Refrigerate Cookie Dough | Martha Stewart

O.E.L.

Date accessed - 1/5/22

Address: How Long Can Flour Be Stored in Mylar Bags? (oureverydaylife.com)

What I learned:

- It can help it’s shelf life to last longer once opened.
- Flour contains enzymes that break down when refrigerated.
- Flour, when refrigerated, produces lots of moisture and helps the cookie become tougher.

How is this useful?

This information is useful because flour is a main ingredient in cookies and it is helpful to know how it will 
affect the rest of the cookie.

https://www.marthastewart.com/8035460/should-you-refrigerate-cookie-dough
https://oureverydaylife.com/long-can-flour-stored-mylar-bags-25485.html


Research question 2 - what happens to sugar when 
refrigerated?
Work cited:

Martha Stewart

Date accessed - 1/5/22

Address: Why You Should Always Refrigerate Cookie Dough | Martha Stewart

What I learned:

- When you refrigerate cookie dough, sugar absorbs the moisture from the flour, causing the cookie to 
brown and caramelize

How is this useful?

This is useful because now it is clearer as to how the sugar will interact with the other ingredients when 
refrigerated.

https://www.marthastewart.com/8035460/should-you-refrigerate-cookie-dough#:~:text=Refrigerating%20the%20dough%20allows%20the%20flour%20to%20fully,Cake%3A%20Recipes%20for%20the%20Curious%20Baker%20%28%2421.85%2C%20amazon.com%29.


Research question 3 - What happens to butter when 
refrigerated?
Work cited:

Martha Stewart

Date accessed - 1/5/22

Address: Why You Should Always Refrigerate Cookie Dough | Martha Stewart

What I learned:

- Butter is also a main helping ingredient, when refrigerated, to make the cookie tougher.
- Gives the cookie even more of a solid shape.

How is this useful?

This is useful because a cookie has to be solid enough to have a good form, and now we know that butter can 
enhance that, especially when refrigerated.

https://www.marthastewart.com/8035460/should-you-refrigerate-cookie-dough#:~:text=Refrigerating%20the%20dough%20allows%20the%20flour%20to%20fully,Cake%3A%20Recipes%20for%20the%20Curious%20Baker%20%28%2421.85%2C%20amazon.com%29.


Before I do my experiment...

My question: 
How will refrigeration times affect a chocolate chip cookie.

Independent variable:
I will change the refrigeration time of each dough.

Dependent variable:
I will measure the experiment by the appearance and flavor.

Control:

The cookie recipe, oven temperature, and time baking.



My Hypothesis
If I bake chocolate chip cookies with different refrigeration times,

Then, there will be differences in texture, moisture, thickness, and color.

Because refrigeration affects the way the ingredients interact and make a cookie. 



Procedure:
Step 1: Make dough for the first batch using a chocolate chip cookie recipe of 
your choice.

Step 2: Refrigerate one batch of dough for 24 hours, refrigerate one for 2 
hours, and don’t refrigerate the last one.

Step 3: Scoop out the dough with an ice cream scoop so they are all equal 
sizes.

Step 4: Bake all the cookies for 14 minutes, all at once so they have an equal 
freshness once they come out of the oven.

Step 5: Measure the cookies using the ruler or tape measure. Be sure to use 
centimeters.

Step 6: Observe the attributes of the different cookies. (i.e., is it gooey? 
Crumbly? Brown? etc.)

Step 7: Taste the cookies and note the differences. (i.e., is it too sweet? 
Buttery? Bland? Bread- like? etc.)

Materials:

- Ingredients to 
bake a cookie

- Ruler or tape 
measure



Observations - Trial One

Date: 1/5/22

Time: 5:02 PM

Qualitative

24 hour refrig: thin, gooey inside, wide, mildly brown.

2 hour refrig: slightly thin, soft inside, wide, mildly brown.

No refrig: thick, soft inside, not as wide, tan.

Quantitative (measurements)

24 hour refrig: ½ cm thick, 11 cm across

2 hour refrig: 1 cm thick, 10 ½ cm across

No refrig: 1 cm thick, 9 cm across



Observations - Trial Two

Date:1/5/22

Time: 5:12
Qualitative

24 hour refrig: thin, gooey inside, wide, mildly brown.

2 hour refrig: slightly thin, soft inside, wide, mildly brown.

No refrig: thick, soft inside, not as wide, slightly brown, crumbly.

Quantitative

24 hour refrig: 1 cm thick, 10 ¾ cm across

2 hour refrig: 1 cm thick, 10 cm across

No refrig: 1 cm thick, 8 ½ cm across



Observations - Trial Three

Date: 1/5/22

Time: 5:26 PM

Qualitative

24 hour refrig: thin, gooey inside, wide, mildly brown.

2 hour refrig: slightly thin, soft inside, wide, mildly brown.

No refrig: slightly thick, soft inside, not as wide, tan, crumbly.

Quantitative

24 hour refrig: ¾ cm thick, 10 ½ cm across

2 hour refrig: ¾ cm thick, 10 ½ cm across

No refrig: 1 cm thick, 9 ½ cm across



My results - quantitative

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average

24 hours of 
refrigeration

½ cm thick
11 cm across

1 cm thick
10 ¾ cm across

¾ cm thick
10 ½ cm across

¾ cm thick
10 ¾ cm across

2 hours of 
refrigeration

1 cm thick 
10 ½ cm across

1 cm thick
10 cm across

¾ cm thick
10 ½ cm across

1 cm thick
10 ½ cm across

No refrigeration 1 cm thick
9 cm across

1 cm thick
8 ½ cm across

1 cm thick
9 ½ cm across

1 cm thick
9 cm across



Graphs



Results 
In graph one, you can see that the more refrigeration, the cookie is longer/wider, 
because it gradually goes up. Also, the cookie with no refrigeration seems to be 
significantly smaller than the others. In graph two, the 2 hour refrigeration and the no 
refrigeration cookie are the same thickness, 1 cm. However, the 24 hour refrigeration 
cookie is only 0.75 cm thick. With both of these graphs in mind, it seems that the 
more refrigerated cookies are flatter.



Conclusion
So, will different refrigeration times affect a chocolate chip cookie? Yes, they will. My 
hypothesis was correct, which was that I would notice differences in the different 
cookies. I found that the cookies with more refrigeration time were flatter, because 
they were 1.75 cm longer/wider that the no refrigeration cookie, and 0.25 cm thinner 
than the other cookies. I also found that the cookies with refrigeration were more 
brown than the one without refrigeration. I think that this happened because the 
refrigeration allowed the sugar to absorb moisture and fully caramelize. Overall, all 
the cookies were good, and it is up to you to figure out what traits you like the best.


